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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2003, Tract Consulting Inc. prepared a Master Plan and Implementation Strategy for the Corner Brook
Stream Development Corporation (CBSDC). This plan provided instruction for the complete
implementation of the CBSDC trail network and associated signature projects. Now, eight years since its
development, the plan is being revised to reflect new objectives of the CBSDC, to guide the expansion of
the trail network across Corner Brook, and to ensure that all future development projects allow for
appropriate green space and walkway access.

This new assessment of the Corner Brook Stream Trail Network afforded us the opportunity to inspect
the current condition of existing trails and to determine what upgrades and improvements could be
made. As the objectives and services provided by the CBSDC continues to adapt and expand, this master
plan will provide the rational and direction needed to guide trail development activities for the next five
years and beyond. It should be noted that the CBSDC prefer that all future upgrades and expansions to
the network allow for non‐motorized multi‐use access.

This report also emphasizes the need for a strong partnership between the CBSDC and the City of Corner
Brook. The CBSDC should be engaged when a municipal project or development affects or links to the
CBSDC network. Such a cooperative partnership will help ensure the continued success of the network.
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2.0 APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
The primary purpose of this revised plan is to provide direction to the CBSDC for the expansion of the
trail network, and the development of new signature projects. The new master plan will:


Identify routes to connect to existing neighborhoods and future developments,



Outline proposed routes to connect the network to Humber Valley and the Curling area,



Provide suggested municipal plan policy and development regulations required to ensure all
new developments have an allowance for open space corridors linking to the existing network
(to be provided separately),



Use conceptual plans to outline key signature projects,



Assess the current conditions of the Corner Brook Stream Trail and provide upgrade
recommendations,



Provide preliminary concepts for the network expansion and signature projects,



Propose order of magnitude development costs, and



Present the new master plan.

Meetings with the CBSDC and key stakeholders were held to guide the activities of this revised plan. As a
result of this and other discussions, initial key linkages and signature projects were identified. Tract staff
conducted three separate visits to Corner Brook to complete site assessments, inspect the current trail
system and to develop concepts for signature sites. Trails proposed as a component of the original
Corner Brook Recreation Master Plan were also assessed within the context of the Corner Brook Stream
expansion. Input from the public and stakeholders are a critical component to guide the development of
any master plan. With this in mind a draft of the proposed master plan was made available online to the
public for their review and comment.
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3.0 THE EXPANDED NETWORK
3.1

THE CURRENT NETWORK

Before providing detailed direction for the expansion of the Corner Brook Stream Trail, it would be
appropriate to analyze the current conditions of the existing network.

General site visits were completed on a majority of the existing network. In particular, Tract looked into
the condition of the walk surface, wear and tear of surface structures such as staircases and boardwalks,
and the general condition of walk amenities.

Over‐all the network is in a good condition, although some improvements and repairs are suggested
such as:


Resurfacing granular areas that are worn down,



Adjusting signage due to the relocation of City Hall,



Replacing or repairing staircases that are worn from use,



Removing trip hazards (immediate rise in the walk surface of 1” or more), and



Replacing surface structures such as old boardwalks and decks.

Table 1 below outlines the noted deficiencies on the existing trail network. Images are provided as
examples to illustrate each type of damage or to illustrate a design response. The design response
provided simply outlines our recommendations to address each issue based on our experiences with
trail development.
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Table 1: Existing Conditions of the Corner Brook Stream Trail
FEATURE

CURRENT CONDITION

DESIGN RESPONSE

Park Street
Staircase
and link

Unsafe location. Takes
the user to the curb of
Park Street.

Decommission trail
link. Remove and
relocate sign and
staircase to a more
appropriate site.

Walk right
of way

Generally in great
condition. Some
vegetation encroaching
on the walk edge. Guy
wire on Gorge trail
crosses over the path
within the vertical
clearing distance (site
image 2)

Re‐position guy
wire so vertical
clearance is
maintained or re‐
route trail.

Signage

Some signs appear to
be fading. The
interpretation panels at
this lookout area are
being pried out along
the corners.

Consider the
replacement of
some faded
signage. Re‐secure
panel at this
lookout area.

Railings

Several railings are
quite high to allow for
winter use (about
130mm) but lower
railings are required for
summer use.

Install lower railings
at about 900mm as
illustrated.

Drainage

Minor washouts and a
few areas where water
is trapped on the walk.

General
maintenance and
the installation of
drainage ditching
and under‐drains.
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SITE IMAGE 1

SITE IMAGE 2
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FEATURE

CURRENT CONDITION

DESIGN RESPONSE

Bridge and
Lookout
Approaches

Ideally the decking of
these features should
be level with the walk
surface.

Raise the walk
surface level with
the decking. If not
feasible, install
appropriate steps
or a ramp of a
consistent design.

Natural
footpaths

Natural walk surfaces
are significantly worn
down, exposing roots
and other trip hazards.
Mountain biking could
also be a contributing
factor.

Consider upgrading
the walk surface to
a granular path in
order to
accommodate the
level of use.

Inconsistent stair
design and
construction. Some
steps are sloped
downward and step
edges are loose; in
particular the 4x4 steps
filled with granular
(they were installed
with nails as opposed
to rebar).

Develop a
consistent step and
staircase design
that can be applied
for all new
structures.

Stairs and
Steps

Some stairs are
showing signs of wear
(leaning rails, worn
wooden decks) and
may need replacement.

Wooden
Edging

Inconsistent edging.
Older edges (4x4 posts)
are shifted and leaning.
Some existing edging
needs to be expanded.

Bypass
Routes

Some steps are avoided
by users (perhaps users
with strollers).

SITE IMAGE 1

SITE IMAGE 2

Consider
replacement over
time starting with
the higher use
areas.

Develop a
consistent edge
retaining design
and apply to all
areas requiring
edge retention.
Remove steps that
are not being used.
Consider design
alternatives to
allow stroller access
and eliminate the
need for stairs.
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FEATURE

Boardwalks

Walk
Surface

CURRENT CONDITION

DESIGN RESPONSE

Referencing natural
trails in particular,
these boardwalks
require replacement as
they are unstable in
areas and too narrow.

Consider
alternatives to
boardwalk
(aggregate
surfaces). Avoid the
installation of short
and narrow
boardwalks.
Develop a
consistent design
that can be applied
to all new
construction.

Trip hazards (an
immediate rise in the
walk surface of 1" or
more) of various forms
are present. Wearing of
the walk surface
exposes rocks and
stumps and creates a
trip hazard.
Transitions from one
walk surface to another
(e.g., where granular
meets a bridge) also
are areas where trip
hazards are common.

Natural
Edge

Some erosion is
common on walk edges
near ditches, culverts
or along waterbodies.

SITE IMAGE 1

SITE IMAGE 2

Eliminate trip
hazards especially
on walk surfaces
where they would
not be expected or
anticipated. Raise
the walk surface to
remove a hazard
such as in areas
where two different
walk surfaces meet.

Install stone
retaining to
stabilize the walk
surface.

Site Image 1: Minor
vandalism.
General
Notes
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Vandalism is quite low
across the network but
some minor damage
noted.

Image Column 2:
Unintentional
damage to plants
adjacent to the
walk (sign bolted
into tree).

Tract Consulting Inc.

FEATURE

General
Notes

CURRENT CONDITION

Some structural repairs
are suggested for some
areas.

DESIGN RESPONSE

SITE IMAGE 1

SITE IMAGE 2

Site Image 1: Split
boards are common
and should be
replaced if the
integrity of a step
or decking is in
question.
Site Image 2:
General
fence/barricade
repairs are needed.

General
Notes

General noted repairs
suggested.

Site Image 1:
Pipeline leaks spray
water across the
walk, especially a
concern when
freezing (slip and
fall hazard).
Site Image 2: Minor
blowdown removal.

General
Notes

General design
considerations.

Site Image 1: Walk
width varies from
granular path to
boardwalk then
back to granular. A
consistent width is
suggested.
Site Image 2: With
no centre frame
supports, this sign
is bending from the
centre (probably
due to vandalism)

General
Notes

Sign Placement and
information is
inaccurate in some
areas, due to City Hall
relocation.

With the re‐
location of City hall,
affected signs need
to be adjusted.
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Over‐all the existing network is in a good condition but some upgrades should be made. In particular the
updating of wayfinding signage and improvements to some walkway infrastructure should be
considered.

3.2

EXTENDING THE NETWORK

The proposed new trails, linkages and sidewalk connections outlined in this report allow for the
expansion of the current trail system east towards the Man in the Mountain Lookout and west through
the neighborhood of Curling. The proposed expansion links major community assets, allows for the
addition of new signature projects and creates better continuity with the established cycling network
recently developed by the City of Corner Brook.

Realizing that a variety of factors will influence which aspects of this expanded network are a priority,
this report does not attempt to prioritize the new developments. Rather, the report is presented in such
a way that the Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation can determine for themselves which
areas of expansion are priorities and which
ones are long term goals. The expanded
network map can be found in the back of this
report.

Trail Lighting
In addition to the above noted deficiencies, the
CBSDC expressed a desire to provide trail
lighting for heavy use areas. Trail lighting is
suggested for the main trail routes connecting
Glynmill Inn to the Richard Squires Building and
Margaret Bowater Park. Adequate light poles
would need to be installed at intervals of 15‐
25m, depending on the fixture and bulb used.

If lighting was installed on the routes
illustrated, approximately 49 poles would be

8

Proposed trail routes with lighting and suggested
shared use path.
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required (25m intervals). Detailed design would be required to determine exactly how these light
fixtures would be installed.

World Cities Sign
The CBSDC also would like to install an interpretive directional sign indicating the distance and direction
to world Cities in relation to Corner Brook. This would be installed along the Bear Mountain Trail.
Detailed design should be completed to develop this interpretive feature and several different styles
could be considered.

Trail Link Re-establishment
The re‐establishment of the granular trail
connecting Margaret Bowater Park to the Sir
Richard Squires Building was also discussed. Tract
would recommend simply utilizing the existing
asphalt route with a painted centre line (where
users always keep to the right) and signage. If the

Typical shared use path with dividing centre line

width of the existing asphalt path is too narrow, it
should be widened. A cost for this adjustment is not included in this report.

Table 2: Extra Features on the Existing Network

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Pedestrian Lighting

49 Poles to be installed along identified routes

Interpretive Sign

World cities
TOTAL

COST
367,500.00
5,000.00
$417,200.00

Through consultation and feedback with the CBSDC, several areas of interest along the current network
were noted and require improvements or enhancements. Volume II entitled Corner Brook Stream
Development Corporation Master Plan ‐Signature Site Design Concepts, elaborates on this more fully and
includes order of magnitude costs. The following outlines a summary of some of the suggested
improvements.
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Park Street Gateway
The current Park Street trail gateway located near City Hall should receive some modifications to
improve access, address erosion and simply to enhance the site.

Youth Park at Old City Hall (Mt. Bernard and Main Street)
The Corner Brook Leisure and Recreation Master Plan discovered that a skate park facility received high
support from the community. The former City Hall site would be an ideal location for such a facility,
being centrally located and providing a link to the Corner Brook Stream Trail.

Bowater Memorial
Located on the corner of Lewin Parkway and Mill Road, this small memorial site requires upgrades. New
plant materials, site grading, and paver installation will compliment the relocated monument and
flagpoles. This memorial site can be easily connected to the existing trail network and link to the
waterfront.

Glynmill Inn Bus Parking Area
The enhancement of this linkage to the existing Corner Brook Stream Trail network should be re‐visited
as it will compliment and improve access to the Three Bear Mountain Trail and the Corner Brook Stream
Trail around Glynmill Inn Pond.

Environmental Education Site
The CBSDC suggested the development of an outdoor classroom area to complement the existing
wetland trails and interpretation already present. A detailed site assessment is required to created a
final design and to obtain accurate cost estimates for development.

Majestic Park
A conceptual plan for the development of this historical and recreational space was prepared by Tract
Consulting Inc. Significant park improvements are suggested for this area including the development of
special events venues and the enhancement of the aesthetic appeal of this park space.
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Margaret Bowater Park Gateways
Originally proposed in the Margaret Bowater Park Master Plan, these gateways signify to passers by that
they are now entering a special area. Gateways create a sense of arrival and establish a positive image
of place, and will also play a role in calming traffic along O’Connell Drive.

New Trail Developments
For continuity in layout and design, it is suggested that all new granular paths mimic the design of the
established routes. Walk surfaces, benches, signs, rest areas and other amenities should be constructed
to the same standard of established amenities. Before constructing any new route, property ownership
needs to be confirmed and the walk right‐of‐way legally secured. The City of Corner Brook or the
regional Crown Lands office could assist with this. The mapped trail routes provided in this report should
be overlaid on existing surveys to determine any ownership issues. Since the land ownership data was
not available to Tract during the development of this report, all routes suggested in this report need to
be cross‐checked with existing land ownership information.

Multi-Use Trails
Residents of Corner Brook noted that the provision of multi‐use trails was a main issue for them that
should be addressed as the network expands. Wider walk surfaces with established lanes for
pedestrians and cyclists should be considered (refer to illustration on page 9). A design program could
also be developed for new trails which would include determining what uses (biking, rollerblading,
snowshoeing etc...) should be accommodated. This in turn, will influence the establishment of
construction standards and details for future trail developments. Opportunities to work with other
groups and organizations such as the West Coast Mountain Bike Association should be explored and
welcomed. It is envisioned that the expanded network will be the premier recreation asset for the City,
providing a unique multi‐use experience for residents and visitors.

Sidewalks and Crosswalks
Expanding the network east and west proved to be challenging due to decades of development and
expansion without the allowance for walkway access. Therefore it became necessary to expand the
network through the use of sidewalks and roadsides.

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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These links simply outline the most direct route that would naturally be used to access a trail or
community asset. Careful consideration should be given as to how these routes should be marked, what
appropriate safety signage is required and where crosswalks should be installed. The placement of
crosswalks has to be carefully considered and approved by Corner Brook City Council. Each suggested
crosswalk location will have to be assessed individually.

A detailed assessment of each sidewalk link would determine the safety needs and amenities required
to enhance the route. In general, benches can be installed at intervals of 300m along each route and
some planting and street trees could be installed where appropriate.

For streets designated as part of a CBSDC route, new sidewalks could be installed to accommodate
pedestrian access. This would have to be completed in cooperation with the City of Corner Brook.
Estimates for new sidewalks are not included in this document.

Walk Amenities
All benches, signs, garbage bins, railings and other amenities should be developed to the same design
standards set by the current network. This will ensure consistency and reduce maintenance costs.
Lookouts should be designed based on site conditions and should incorporate other amenities such as
interpretation and benches.

This report will not outline where every single walk amenity should be installed. This should based on
detailed design for each walk that confirms trail location, length, level of use, and location of other walk
amenities.

Cost Estimates
The estimates provided are based on order of magnitude costing of +/‐ 25%. They represent
construction costs for the implementation of these new trails and do not include every walk amenity,
contingencies, detailed design or H.S.T. Prices are based on Tract experience with estimating similar
projects. Once detailed design is completed for all new trails, more specific construction estimates can
be prepared. Estimates for all proposed signature sites are not included in this report in detail but can
be found in Volume II entitled “Corner Brook Stream Trail Development Signature Site Design Concepts.”
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New Subdivisions
It should be noted that the new trail routes proposed were based on the community development
mapping provided at the time. We were provided with the location of new and proposed subdivisions
but it should be noted that these land development areas and their boundaries are in flux and subject to
change. If an alteration to a land development boundary has been made, or new development areas
have been added, trail routes and designs should be adjusted accordingly.

As indicated in this report, approved land development projects should provide green space and trail
linkages to the existing and expanding network. Proposed development guidelines will be provided to
the CBSDC as a separate document.

Bike Routes
Additional preliminary bike routes are proposed in this report. Before a final bike route is established, a
complete assessment of each route should be completed to ensure pedestrian, cyclist and vehicular
safety. Road widths should be wide enough to accommodate bike use and have sufficient shoulder
widths. Appropriate signage should also be included.

Tunnel Upgrades
Several tunnels under main roads provide necessary linkages for expansion of the Corner Brook Stream
Trail network (see Volume II). Passage under the Lewin Parkway Tunnel in particular needs to be
improved as the walk network extends towards the waterfront. Tunnel upgrades should mimic those
already completed in other areas of the City (e.g., Margaret Bowater Park Tunnel).

Nature Based Playgrounds
Volume II entitled Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐Signature Site Design
Concepts, provides more information on these nature themed parks which could be incorporated in the
design of future park spaces. These parks are designed to promote creative thinking, imagination, and
connection with the natural environment in which they live.

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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3.2.1 THREE BEAR MOUNTAIN TO GORGE TRAIL (3.1 KM)
This link makes an important connection between Three Bear
Mountain Trail and Gorge Trail and provides access to the Visitor
Information Centre, the Blomidon Golf and Country Club,
businesses off Confederation Drive, and several open space
areas. The trail can be easily accessed from the trail heads at
Three Bear Mountain Trail and Gorge Trail.

Key Elements

Proposed trail route along
transmission line.

An additional trail entrance can be developed at the adjacent
Visitor Information Centre. Adequate parking is already available at all three locations. Approximately
3.1 km of new trail construction is required. The route mainly follows a transmission line west of
Confederation Drive. Some sections running adjacent to Lewin Parkway will require edge retention and
poor drainage areas will also require drainage features.

A signature project (see Volume II sheet entitled “Dog Park and Walking Trails at the Ballfield”) is
suggested for the area where the trail meets an old abandoned ball field

The walk also has several small road crossings and one major one at West Valley Road; as the route
approaches Gorge trail it will utilize the shoulder of Crockers Road.

An opportunity also exists (at the Trailhead on Crockers Road) to provide a connection to the trails in the
community of Massey Drive. This possible future link could be negotiated and established provided that
the community of Massey Drive develop and maintain their trails to the same standard as the CBSDC
trail network.
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Table 3: Three Bear Mountain to Gorge Trail

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Walkway Construction

3100 m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route
crosses slopes along hills and there are some
challenging areas that may require additional
design considerations.

Street Crossings

Several street crossings present with one major
one located at West Valley Road

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network
TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

COST

186,000.00

15,000.00
5,000.00
$206,000.00
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MAP 1: THREE BEAR MOUNTAIN TO GORGE TRAIL
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3.2.2 MURPHY’S SQUARE LINK (2.0 KM)
This link connects the “Three Bear Mountain to Gorge Trail” to the
businesses in Murphy’s Square. This is also an important
connection for expanding the walk network to the west towards
the Man in the Mountain. Ambrose O’Rielly Park, Humber
Elementary, GC Rowe Junior High, and residents off Clarence
Street will be able to access this route through trail linkages.
Proposed trail route along Lewin

Key Elements
This walk utilizes about 360m of existing sidewalk and two
established street crossings. The remainder of the route consists
of 1.65 km of granular path. In order to access Lewin Parkway
from the “Three Bear Mountain to Gorge trail”, a long wooden
staircase is required. With limited space along the shoulder of
Lewin Parkway, some walk edge retention and safety rails will be
required in areas.

Area along route requiring retention.

Table 4: Murphy’s Square Link

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction 1650m of granular path, 1.5m wide

49,500.00

Staircase

Use same design as staircase on Three Bear Mountain Trail.

16,000.00

Drainage Control

Installation of drain pipes and riprap

Erosion Control

Edge retention required along Lewin Parkway. Safety Railings
may be required.

45,000.00

Rest Area

Possible rest area behind Kent

12,500.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the network
TOTAL
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5,000.00

5,000.00
$133,000.00
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3.2.3 NEIGHBOURHOOD PARK LINK (0.5 KM)
This link connects a neighborhood park to the proposed Three
Bear Mountain to Gorge trail. This short link will end at the
proposed dog park which is a key signature project linking new
walks in this area.

Key Elements
This route consists of 280 m of granular path. In order to
access the proposed dog park and the Three Bear Mountain to
Gorge trail, two painted crosswalks will be required at the East

This trail link will connect the school and
this open space to the network.

Valley Road and North Street intersection.

Table 5: Neighborhood Park Link

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

280m of granular path, 1.5m wide

8,400.00

Street Crossings

Painted crosswalks with appropriate signage

8,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network

2,500.00

TOTAL

18

$18,900.00
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MAP 2: MURPHY’S SQUARE LINK AND NEIGHBOURHOOD PARK LINK
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3.2.4 GLYNMILL INN POND TO WATERFRONT LINK (1.9 KM)
This link connects the trail system to the waterfront and is a key connection for expanding the network
to the east.

Key Elements
This walk requires the development of approximately 1.2 Km of granular paths. The remainder of the
route follows established walks, sidewalks or road shoulders. Three crosswalks (two along Hospital Hill
and another near Humber Road and Gearyville Road) are required to complete this link.

The tunnel under Lewin Parkway is in poor condition and upgrades to
improve its quality and user safety are required. A look‐out and rest
area behind the CBC building will enhance this walk by providing a
panoramic view of the City and create a visual link to the Three Bear
Mountain Trail.

One area of the walk route requires further investigation.

Lookout area behind CBC
Building.

The trail will pass through a new development off Humber Road. The City of Corner Brook should ensure
that a walk corridor is secured to make this important trail connection. Discussions with the developer
have already taken place and a viewing deck is included with the permit provided by the City of Corner
Brook.

The route ends at the Waterfront where a signature site (see Volume II sheet entitled “Corner Brook
Waterfront: CBS Trail Gateway Concept”) is proposed. The Corner Brook Leisure and Recreation Master
Plan recommended the development of a waterfront park for this area in cooperation with the Corner
Brook Port Authority. The park will enhance a waterfront site that is close to the downtown core and
already linked to the Corner Brook Stream Trail system.
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Table 6: Glynmill Inn Pond to Waterfront Link

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Walkway Construction

1200m of granular path, 1.5m wide

36,000.00

Lookout and Rest Area

Requires a staircase to access lookout. Install simple
rest area amenities

13,000.00

Sidewalk Extension

30m sidewalk near Hospital Hill

Tunnel Upgrades

Improved lighting and aesthetics

Street Crossings

Painted crosswalks with appropriate signage

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the network
TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

COST

4000.00
100,000.00
10,000.00
5,000.00
$168,000.00
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MAP 3: GLYNMILL INN POND TO WATERFRONT LINK
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3.2.5 UNIVERSITY LINKAGES (1.1 KM)
These linkages connect the various schools, colleges and community
centres along University Drive.

Key Elements
A total of 1.4 Km of paths are suggested to create connectivity
between the various community assets off University Drive.

A short 125m granular path will connect the existing Corner Brook

Route connecting existing trail to
Arts and Culture Centre.

Stream Trail to the Arts and Culture Centre and a proposed outdoor
performance area. This small link with then connect to the high school though an existing crosswalk and
sidewalk. A short 215m granular path will also connect O’Connell Drive to Academy Canada and then a
215m sidewalk and asphalt route will complete the link to the Pepsi Centre.

A 750m granular path will run to the west of the Pepsi Centre and connect O’Connell Drive and Mount
Bernard Avenue to Cpl Pinksen Memorial Drive. This may also provide a connection to proposed
development areas and the Pepsi Centre. Depending on the final route layout, 1 or 2 small brook
crossings will be required. Further investigation should determine if small culverts will suffice or if a
small pedestrian bridge is required. It should be noted that this route passes through private property
and a linkage would have to be negotiated once the owner decides to develop this parcel of land.

Table 7: University Linkages

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

1000 m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route side
slopes along hills and there are some challenging
areas that may require additional design
considerations.

84,000.00

Drainage

Some minor crossings should be investigated to
determine if a bridge or culvert is required.

15,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network
TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

5,000.00
$104,000.00
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MAP 4: UNIVERSITY LINKAGES (1.1 KM)
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3.2.6 GRENFELL CAMPUS, MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY TO REGIONAL
HOSPITAL (1.6 KM)
This trail links Grenfell Campus, Memorial University to Wheelers
Trail, a senior’s facility on Wheelers Road and the Regional
Hospital. This is a key link for expanding the network to the south.

Key Elements

Extending from the existing Corner Brook Stream Trail, this 1.6 Km
granular route passes by Western Health’s treatment wetland site
near Grenfell Campus, Memorial University before following

Trail to extend to rear of this seniors
facility.

the ridge along Corner Brook Stream.

Poor drainage is a common problem along this route which will
require some drainage features and an elevated walk surface in
areas. A rest area overlooking the valley should be developed.

The route will connect to Cpl Pinksen Memorial Drive and follow
the sidewalk allowing the user to access the hospital or cross the
street to the senior’s facility off Wheelers Road. The layout of
these connections should be confirmed once the road and facility
crosswalk will be required to connect the seniors housing to the

Lookout near the ridge of Corner
BrookisStream.
constructed. One major

trail and hospital.

Since this route passes through Grenfell Campus, Memorial University property, the final right‐of‐way
should be approved by the University, and this proposed route might have to be adjusted in cooperation
with the Grenfell Campus, Memorial University. Also the possibility of future development/expansion in
this area should be considered and influence the final route.

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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Table 8: Grenfell Campus, Memorial University to Regional Hospital

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

1600 m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route side
slopes along hills and there are some challenging
areas that may require additional design
considerations.

96,000.00

Drainage

Some poor drainage in areas will need additional
attention.

10,000.00

Small Lookout and Rest Area

Small rest area before new path meets newly
constructed road.

10,000.00

Street Crossings

One major street crossing at new road.

10,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network
TOTAL

5,000.00
$131,000.00

3.2.7 REGIONAL HOSPITAL TO PIPELINE TRAIL (1.4 KM)
This link will provide a connection from the Pipeline
Trail to the trails proposed for the new hospital.

Key Elements
Consisting of about 1.4 Km of new trail, this route will
traverse some challenging terrain while following an
abandoned transmission line easement.

Several hundred meters of trail were proposed to
compliment the landscaping surrounding the new
hospital. These trail segments will tie into this link to
complete the 1.4 Km route.
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This link will incorporate the trails suggested as
part of the landscaping surrounding this new
facility.

Tract Consulting Inc.

Table 9: Regional Hospital to Pipeline Trail

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

1400 m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route
sideslopes along hills and there are some
challenging areas that may require additional
design considerations.

Drainage

Some poor drainage in areas will need additional
attention.

5,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network

5,000.00

TOTAL

84,000.00

$94,000.00

3.2.8 WHEELERS TRAIL (1.7 KM)
This link will connect the new hospital to a nearby seniors home,
new developments west of Wheelers Road (near Pratt Street),
and the housing units provided off Elizabeth Street.

Key Elements
Consisting of about 1.7 Km of new trail, this route will start
across from the seniors home off Wheelers Road and head just
south of Pratt Street.

Much of this route utilizes existing
paths.

This route utilizes well established paths in the area, but some challenging sections with poor drainage
were identified along the route, requiring drainage features and an elevated walk surface. Any new
developments proposed for this area should incorporate space for this walk right‐of‐way.

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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Table 10: Wheelers Trail

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

1700 m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Some poorly
drained areas require an elevated walk surface.

Street Crossings

One major street crossing at Wheelers road.

10,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network

5,000.00

TOTAL
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102,000.00

$117,000.00
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MAP 5: GRENFELL CAMPUS, MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY TO REGIONAL HOSPITAL (1.6 KM), REGIONAL HOSPITAL TO
PIPELINE TRAIL (1.4 KM) & WHEELERS TRAIL (1.7KM)

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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3.2.9 VALLEY ROADSIDE WALK (1.8 KM)
This roadside link takes the walker through a very unique and
interesting area of Corner Brook. Small signature pocket parks along the
route add to the interest of this link. In addition, this route provides a
connection to proposed walkways and linkages on the western end of
the City.

Key Elements
Consisting of about 650m of sidewalks and 1.15 Km of road, this route
merely requires some directional signage to guide the walker along this
valley and towards the signature park spaces. New sidewalks could be

View along Valley Road.

installed along this route but this would have to be approved and
adopted by Corner Brook City Council and would require further discussion (cost for new sidewalks not
provided).

A crosswalk may be required at the Broadway intersection and some traffic signage may be necessary to
warn drivers that these narrow streets are part of a pedestrian walkway.

Table 11: Valley Roadside Walk

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Traffic Signage and Crosswalks

Crosswalk painting and signage outlining
that this street is also a pedestrian link

10,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across
the network

5,000.00

TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

$15,000.00
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3.2.10 DUNFIELD LINK (1.6 KM)
Mainly a roadside link, this route connects the
neighborhood of Dunfield Park to the trail network. This
is no doubt a commonly used link as it is, connecting the
neighborhood to three schools and a recreation complex.

Key Elements
Starting at the community centre in Dunfield Park, the
route follows 250m of established walkway that will
require upgrading. Linkages to all the neighboring streets
in Dunfield can also be upgraded. The remainder of the
route briefly follows the road shoulder of Frenchs Road
before connecting to the sidewalks of O’Connell Drive.
The remainder of the route follows the sidewalks of
An open space plan should be considered to
improve recreation opportunities and trail
linkages in the Dunfield neighbourhood.

Citadel Drive and Wellington Street.

An open space plan for the Dunfield Park neighborhood
should be considered in order to address the recreational needs of this area.

Table 12: Dunfield Link

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

250m of granular path, 1.5m wide

7,500.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across
the network

5,000.00

TOTAL
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$12,500.00

Tract Consulting Inc.

MAP 6: VALLEY ROADSIDE WALK (1.8 KM) AND DUNFIELD LINK (1.6 KM)

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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3.2.11 CAPTAIN COOK TO CURLING TRAIL (4.0 KM)
This is an essential route for connecting the Curling area to the trail
network. Several panoramic viewpoints are present along the route
as it winds through boreal forest and heads towards a future
development area. This trail also provides a link to the Captain James
Cook Historic Site, Monarch Community Recreation Park and a new
signature space proposed at the end of Linds Road (see Volume II
sheet entitled “Linds Road Neighbourhood and Environmental

View from Oak Hills lookout.

Education Park”).

Key Elements

Approximately 4.0 Km of new trail would be constructed along this
route. There is some challenging terrain requiring appropriate edge
retention, some small stream crossing features (e.g., culverts may
suffice) and some staircases. About 1 Km of the route follows
established paths, although upgrades to the walk surface and
drainage are required.

Wetland area near Oak Hills.

Several lookout points were noted, the most significant of which is proposed in the heart of the future
development off Farmdale Road. This rock outcrop provides a spectacular view of the Curling area and
the surrounding Bay of Islands. This would be the most westerly lookout within Corner Brook as the
route travels towards the neighborhood of Curling.

It is suggested that the walk right‐of‐way through Oak Hills be confirmed and secured before the
proposed development proceeds to the next stage. An optional 850m route adjacent to a wetland area
could also be developed and would be a nice compliment to the network and its existing wetland trail.
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Table 13: Captain Cook to Curling Trail

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

4000m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route
sideslopes along hills. Poor drainage in many areas.

180,000.00

Oak Hills Lookout Area

Requires a staircase to access lookout. Install simple
rest area amenities

35,000.00

Small Lookout and Rest Area

Small rest area near Monarch Community
Recreation Park

10,000.00

Drainage Control and Small
Crossing

Largest crossing is a 1m wide brook. Poor drainage is
common throughout walk.

Staircase

Use same design as staircase on Three Bear
Mountain Trail. Required in selected areas

Street Crossings

Minor crossing at Crow Hill Road. A major crossing
over Lewin Parkway (to access Curling area) should
be investigated further (not included in cost
estimate)

5,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network

5,000.00

TOTAL

100,000.00
25,000.00

$360,000.00

3.2.12 O’CONNELL DRIVE/BOONE’S ROAD SIDEWALK LINK (1.6 KM)
This sidewalk link is provided to create a connection to the
proposed walks in the southwest (near Carberry’s Road), the
walks near the centre of Corner Brook and the proposed walks
in Oak Hills.

Key Elements
1.6 Km in length this walk consists of 1200m of established side
walk and about 400m of roadside. Aside from directional and

View of sidewalk link from proposed
Valley Road Pocket Park.

traffic signage, crosswalks are required. The location of
crosswalks should be determined once the re‐development of this area is completed. Once the
walkways in Oak Hills are developed, this sidewalk route reflects the most realistic route residents

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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would use to access these trails. New sidewalk could also be installed along this route but this would
require further investigation and approval from the City of Corner Brook.

Table 14: O’Connell Drive/Boone’s Road Sidewalk Link

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Traffic Signage and Crosswalks

Crosswalk painting and signage outlining
that this street is also a pedestrian link

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers
across the network
TOTAL
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15,000.00

5,000.00
$20,000.00

Tract Consulting Inc.

MAP 7: CAPTAIN COOK TO CURLING TRAIL (4.0 KM) AND O’CONNELL
DRIVE/BOONE’S ROAD LINK (1.6 KM)

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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3.2.13 JJ CURLING TRAIL (1.6 KM)
Re‐instating an established walk corridor, this trail links the JJ Curling School
to the walk network and connects to the proposed Captain Cook to Curling
Trail. This is a key link to extending the network into the area of Curling. A
proposed development off O’Connell Drive will also be able to link into this
network by utilizing an abandoned 300m section of highway.

Key Elements

About 1 km of the route follows a well established walking corridor
around JJ Curling School. Upgrades to this area are required including
some bank retention, staircase installation and upgrades to three
existing cement staircases. Several street crossings are present and
they should be appropriately marked as this path is well used for
access to JJ Curling School. A short 60 m roadside section will connect
to the existing railbed that is designated as part of the bike route.

Views of established walk
corridor.

An abandoned 300m section of road should be developed as a linear
park. The natural re‐establishment of native plants through the cracks of deteriorating asphalt creates
quite a unique opportunity to develop and interpret this park.
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Table 15: JJ Curling Trail

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

1300m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route side slopes along
hills and there are some challenging and narrow areas.

78,000.00

Existing Staircase
Upgrades

Requires further assessment to determine if upgrading is
feasible. Approximate upgrade cost is simply an estimate

20,000.00

Installation of new
staircase

Use similar design to other trails on the network

16,000.00

Erosion Control

Required in the rear of JJ Curling ball field

50,000.00

Street Crossings

Minor crossings throughout. Two important crossings at
O'Connell Drive and Woodbine Avenue

5,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the network

5,000.00

TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

$174,000.00
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MAP 8: JJ CURLING TRAIL (1.7 KM)
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3.2.14 GEORGETOWN TO BARTLETT’S POINT PARK (1.2 KM)
This link connects the Georgetown Road neighborhood and
Dawes Neighbourhood Recreational Park to a proposed extension
of the bike trail, and then to Bartlett’s Point Park and Bay of
Islands Yacht Club.

Key Elements
This route would require the construction of about 850m of new
trail to connect Georgetown Road neighborhood to the existing

Lookout area near O’Connell Drive.

railbed. Property ownership issues will need to be addressed in order to secure this right of way.

The route then follows the existing railbed for about 560m before veering off Coopers Road and
connecting to the Bay of Islands Marina.

Several crosswalks will be required to make the route safe and a lookout/rest area could be provided
next to the crossing at O’Connell Drive.

Table 16: Georgetown to Bartlett’s Point Park

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

850m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route
sideslopes along hills and there are some
challenging areas that may require additional
design considerations.

51,000.00

Rest Area/Lookout

Across from Dawes Park just off O'Connell Drive

10,000.00

Street Crossings

Two important crossings at O'Connell Drive and
Petries Street

10,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network
TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

5,000.00
$76,000.00
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3.2. 15 CYCLING PATH WEST EXTENSION (2.8 KM)
This proposed extension of the established bike route will take the
user through the Curling area and provide the opportunity to
extend the bike route beyond municipal borders towards the
south.

Key Elements
This route would follow 1385 m of roadside starting from Star
Street and running adjacent to Curling Street before re‐connecting

This asphalt bike path should be
extended to the end of the Curling
neighbourhood.

to the established railbed.

1410m of railbed would require upgrading to extend the bike path. A hard asphalt surface is
recommended identical in width and design of the established asphalt bike surfaces.

Several small street crossings are present along with one major crossing at O’Connell Drive.

As an additional option, a cycling route could extend along Griffin Drive and Petries Street. This 3.5 km
route would follow existing roadside but a further assessment is required to ensure sufficient road
widths are available to safely accommodate an established bike route (not included in costs).

Table 17: Cycling Path West Extension

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Walkway Construction

Upgrade 1410m of existing railbed to an asphalt
surface. Mark roadside route.

Street Crossings

One major crossing at O'Connell Drive. Several
minor crossings present.

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network
TOTAL
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COST
150,000.00
12,000.00
5,000.00
$167,000.00

Tract Consulting Inc.

MAP 9: GEORGETOWN TO BARTLETT’S POINT PARK (1.2 KM) AND CYCLING PATH
WEST EXTENSION (2.8KM)

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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3.2.16 MURPHY’S SQUARE TO MAN IN THE MOUNTAIN TRAIL (4.2 KM)
This is a critical link to extend the network to the east. Man in
the Mountain Lookout should now serve as the main eastern
gateway to the Corner Brook Stream Trail and the cycling routes
throughout the City.

Key Elements
A majority of this route follows the existing asphalt sidewalk
along Riverside Drive and provides scenic viewpoints of the

Scenic views along the sidewalk of
Riverside Drive.

harbor and Humber River. 2.7 Km of existing sidewalk makes up
a majority of this route. A 275m extension of the existing sidewalk will create the necessary link to the
Man in the Mountain Lookout and rest area.

Approximately 1.2 Km of new granular paths will be required to connect this route to Murphy’s Square.
Several small stream crossings and steep terrain requiring staircases have been identified throughout
this route. A majority of the route cuts across steep terrain and will require edge retention. In addition,
depending on final route layout, one small pedestrian bridge may be required (not included in price
below).

A future proposed link connecting this trail to the proposed Brakes Cove Rowing Park should also be
considered. Currently this area is private land with a general industrial zoning. In addition there are
coastal erosion issues at this point. Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation could work with the
developer to access this area and therefore increase public access to the coastline.
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Table 18: Murphy’s Square to Man in the Mountain Trail

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Asphalt Sidewalk extension

Extend existing sidewalk to Man in the Mountain
Lookout (275m)

11,000.00

Walkway Construction

1200 m of granular path, 1.5m wide. Route sideslopes
along hills and there are some challenging areas that
may require additional design considerations.

72,000.00

Small Lookout and Rest Area

Small rest area before new path meets Riverside Drive.

10,000.00

Drainage and Stream
Crossings

Required in several areas. 1 Bridge crossing may be
needed depending on final route layout.

75,000.00

Street Crossings

Minor crossings near Humber Road and Man in the
Mountain Lookout

10,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the network
TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

5,000.00
$183,000.00
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MAP 10: MURPHY’S SQUARE TO MAN IN THE MOUNTAIN (4.2 KM)

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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3.2.17 CYCLING PATH EAST EXTENSION (6.5 KM)
This extension of the current cycling route connects the new City Hall,
the waterfront gateway, the Corner Brook Port Authority and the Man in
the Mountain Lookout. This is a scenic cycling route that connects the
user to various points of the waterfront.

Key Elements
A majority of this 6.5 Km route follows Riverside Drive with the
opportunity for several linkages (in particular to the existing waterfront
gateway, the Corner Brook Port Authority and the proposed Brakes Cove
Rowing Park), waterfront assets, and public spaces. Some street markings
and roadside signage is suggested to clearly outline the route which ends
at the main gateway by Man in the Mountain Lookout.

This extension will link the
waterfront gateway and the
Man in the Mountain Lookout.

Table 19: Cycling Path East Extension

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Walkway Construction

Mark roadside routes. Develop linkages to
waterfront assets. 1.5m wide granular path.

50,000.00

Street Crossings

Properly mark and sign all crossings.

10,000.00

Directional Signage

Use same design as other markers across the
network
TOTAL

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011

5,000.00
$65,000.00
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MAP 11: CYCLING PATH EAST EXTENSION (6.5 KM)
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3.2.18 WEST END RESIDENTIAL LINKS (3.5 KM)
This key link connects the network to the southwest providing
trail access for new and existing developments along Sunnyslope
Drive and Carberry’s Road. This is also a key route for extending
the network beyond Lewin Parkway towards Blow‐Me‐Down
Cross Country Ski Park.

Currently local residents are using Lewin Parkway shoulder for
walking, indicating that pedestrian trails for this area are

Residents are currently using Lewin
Parkway for walking.

needed.

Key Elements
One main section of this route is a well used path that connects
to a tunnel under Lewin Parkway. Unfortunately this existing path
has been virtually blocked off by residential development. Only
three narrow corridors of space will open up this trail for
community access:


A small vegetative corridor off Silver Crescent



A small corridor just north of the shoulder of Lewin



Parkway



Existing park on Carberry’s Road and proposed park in Bell’s Brook Subdivision

Trail right‐of‐ways need to be secured
before any new development takes
place.

About 3.5 Km of granular paths should be developed. Some steep terrain and poorly drained areas are
present throughout the route and will require further attention. The walk route also passes by some
wetland areas and some very challenging sections just north of Lewin Parkway. A high level of
development has severely limited the amount of available green space in this neighborhood.

A pedestrian bridge across Bell’s Brook has been proposed which will link the subdivisions in this area to
a new park to be constructed.

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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Table 20: West End Residential Links

PROJECT ITEM
Walkway Construction

Establishment of Walk Right‐of‐way

Drainage

Directional Signage

DESCRIPTION
3500 m of granular path, 1.5m wide.
Some poorly drained areas require an
elevated walk surface.
This requires more attention is areas
where access to the existing trail and
tunnel is limited. Some earth moving
may be required.
Some minor crossings should be
investigated to determine if a bridge,
boardwalk or culvert is required. Some
wet sections
Use same design as other markers
across the network
TOTAL
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COST
210,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

5,000.00
$315,000.00

Tract Consulting Inc.

MAP 12: WEST END RESIDENTIAL LINKS (3.5 KM)

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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3.2.19 ADDITIONAL TRAIL ROUTES
The following additional routes were not assessed during this project but are included in this report as
requested by the CBSDC and from public input. Therefore the estimates provided are based on unit
costs and general assumptions of the existing site conditions. A field assessment should be completed to
finalize the trail route, assess safety considerations and compile more detailed cost estimates.

Sir Richard Squires Building to Former City Hall (Corner of Mt. Bernard and Main Street)
This route will connect the Sir Richard Squires Building to the former City Hall site (corner of Mt.
Bernard and Main Street) which may be converted into a skateboard and youth park as suggested in the
Corner Brook Leisure and Recreation Master Plan. The conceptual route is about 1.1 km long and
consists of 420m of sidewalk and 630m on new granular trail. A trail access link with a staircase will be
required at the intersection of Mount Bernard Avenue and Wellington Street. The approximate cost for
this new route is $79,000.00.

Future Junior High School (former High School) to Valley Mall
This route will connect the former High School (to be re‐opened as a Junior High School) to the Valley
Mall. A well used and established path already exists but requires upgrades and a staircase to improve
safety. A safe crosswalk to the Valley Mall would also be required. The approximate cost for this
upgraded rout is $29,000.00.

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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MAP 13: SIR RICHARD SQUIRES BUILDING TO FORMER CITY HALL (1.1KM) AND HIGH
SCHOOL TO VALLEY MALL LINK (0.15 KM)
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3.2.20 PARTICIPARK
The development of this park area was proposed in the original master plan prepared by Tract
Consulting back in 2003. Included in the suggested improvements were trail upgrades and linkages to
neighboring institutional and recreational areas, and the development of a botanical and sculptural
park. 2003 estimates for the park development were $750,000 (botanical & sculptural park) and $82,000
for trail improvements. Applying a 3%/year inflation rate to these costs would result in $930,000 and
$101,680 respectively.

The following information was taken directly from the 2003 Master Plan (italics added).

Participark – Botanical / Sculptural Park
An earlier proposal suggested the development of a Botanical Garden at the former Participark. We are
suggesting the more immediate work at the Participark include new entries and trail section. We
propose that the botanical and sculpture park be integrated, given the suggested development of
sculpture throughout the trail system and the fact that a Visual Arts Program is offered at Grenfell
Campus, Memorial University. The botanical elements could be developed in cooperation with the MUN
Botanical Gardens in St. John’s. We propose that this botanical component might be more focused
toward forest ecology and the use of native plants in the landscape. This would provide educational links
to the Model Forest of Newfoundland and Labrador and the proposed Environmental Education Center
at Margaret Bowater Park.

The sculpture garden could showcase pieces from students that are rotated annually. It might also
provide the opportunity for students to explore and present environmental art pieces using native
plants. Coupling of art and a botanical garden complement each other quite nicely and create a unique
learning park for Corner Brook. The cost to develop such a park is suggested to be $ 750,000 (2003
estimates). These costs are not included in the economic analysis.

The Participark area is located across Corner Brook Stream from Margaret Bowater Park adjacent to
Grenfell Campus, Memorial University. The original Participark installation is out‐of‐date. The site is to
be reprogrammed to provide a more effective link to the Grenfell Campus, Memorial University and
other institutional/recreational uses in this

Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation Master Plan ‐ November 2011
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area. Immediate improvements include an important connection to the Powerhouse and the Zone 3
trails. This connector will be important for the full development of this signature attraction area in Zone
2.

In 2002, a proposal to create a botanical park, similar to the Memorial University Botanical Gardens in
St. John’s, was suggested. A committee was formed to undertake the project; however, no movement
on this project has taken place in the last year. It is suggested that land within the Participark would be
suitable for creation of the Botanical/Sculptural Park.

Key Elements
Trail connector to be designed in association with a new Master Plan for Margaret Bowater Park (see
Project #5). Planning and design of the Botanical Park as an element of the Botanical/ Sculptural
Participark. The role and potential partners for project development require immediate consideration.
Development would likely be of medium priority

Table 21: Quantities and Preliminary Cost Estimates (2003 estimates)

PROJECT ITEM

DESCRIPTION

COST

Planning for Participark

Participark Future programming, trail
connections, Botanical Park.

45,000.00

Trail connections and Upgrading

Stairs, railings and additional
walk from Margaret Bowater
park.

18,000.00

Trailhead Upgrading

Signage, designated parking

5,000.00

Trail to Powerhouse

220 linear metres

9,000.00

Design and Project Management

5,000.00
TOTAL
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$82,000.00

Tract Consulting Inc.

3.0 MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
The Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation needs to be in a position to appropriately maintain
the walk network to an acceptable standard. It is important to ensure that the resources are available to
adequately maintain new trails before they are developed. Continuity of design for all walkways, cycling
routes and amenities is a key aspect of maintenance management. It is therefore suggested that all
community pedestrian/cycling routes and parks adopt the CBSDC designs for amenities such as benches,
garbage bins and other features.

3.1

MAINTENANCE INSPECTIONS

Effective maintenance inspections involve a thorough examination of park features and are best
accomplished by walking or bicycling the route. Inspections are the key to a well maintained network as
they ensure the safety of the user, ensure maintenance tasks are completed in an orderly fashion, aid in
protecting the proponent from liability suits, and ensure park quality and user satisfaction. 2‐3
scheduled maintenance inspections are suggested each year (spring, mid‐summer and fall).
Unscheduled maintenance inspections are required following major storm events.

3.2

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE TASKS

Scheduled tasks involve routine maintenance practices that are usually completed on a set rotation such
as:


Litter Collection – twice a week during the peak season and once a week in the off season.



Asphalt Surface Sweeping – Every 3‐4 weeks on all hard surfaces.



Vegetation Control – Once a year in the spring or fall.



Mowing – Every 7‐10 days during the growing season.



Culvert and Ditch Maintenance – conduct preventative maintenance at least 4 times per season
to prevent clogging and flooding.



Hard Surface Sealing – once every 4 to 5 years.



Rest Spots – Usually these focal areas require increased attention due to their high level of use.
Routine maintenance and attention to these focal points should be stressed on a regular
rotation of 3 – 4 weeks.
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3.3

UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE TASKS

These tasks are completed based on the inspection results and work orders are issued on a priority
basis. Unscheduled tasks are usually in response to vandalism, storm damage, weathering and general
asset maintenance/replacement over time. Although difficult to predict all unscheduled maintenance
tasks throughout the year, maintenance impact statements for the walk network should include an
allowance for unscheduled maintenance tasks.

3.4

ASSET REPLACEMENT FUND

An effective aspect of maintenance management is to expect the unexpected. Vandalism and severe
storm events can cause serious damage and immediately deplete a maintenance budget over night. In
addition, some park elements may require replacement over time. Maintenance budgets for any trail
should include an annual allowance of funds for unexpected events and for the eventual replacement of
park amenities. These funds are paid annually and go into a separate account which can be accessed
when a major or unexpected event occurs, or when an asset requires replacement.

Ideally, no major asset replacement is required for years after a new trail system is developed, but by
setting aside funds, money can be available when it is most needed. The following chart outlines an
estimated maintenance budget for the 42.1 km expanded walkway network.

Table 21: Maintenance Estimates
MAINTENANCE TASK

ANNUAL COST

Walk Inspections

10,000.00

Scheduled Maintenance Tasks

60,000.00

Unscheduled Maintenance Tasks

20,000.00

Equipment

15,000.00

Management/Administration

10,500.00

Asset Replacement / Renewal

31,500.00

Total Cost
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$147,000.00

Tract Consulting Inc.

4.0 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. All new walk routes need to be cross checked with land ownership to identify and resolve any issues.
2. Policy and development regulations should be established to ensure that all new developments
allow for trail right‐of‐way access. During the development of this report, the City of Corner Brook
has made it part of their policy to ensure linkages are built into all new subdivisions.
3. Before expansion takes place, the Corner Brook Stream Development Corporation should ensure
that they have the ongoing financial resources to upgrade and maintain the current network as well
as any additions.
4. The budgets provided are simply estimates based on general field observation and GIS
measurements. Before undertaking any new trail development, the final budget should be
confirmed through detailed design.
5. Rather than outline priority levels for the CBSDC, this report simply outlines the proposed routes
and allows for the CBSDC to determine which areas are a priority for them.
6. Conceptual design has been completed for several signature projects. Please see Volume II ‐
Signature Site Design Concepts.
7. Implement maintenance management practices.
8. Many of the suggestions and recommendations noted in this report require municipal approval and
support. Municipal infrastructure installation and upgrades can only proceed in conjunction with
municipal and government agencies and the funding required would have to be secured at
appropriate phases. The City of Corner Brook is not obligated to provide the funds or commit to any
of the suggestions recommended in this report.
9. The City of Corner Brook will determine if new street markings and crosswalks are appropriate and
safe. All new crosswalk and street markings must be individually assessed and approved by the City
of Corner Brook.
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Table 22: Expanded Network Cost Summary
KEY TO
MASTER
MAP

TRAIL OR LINK NAME

LENGTH
(KM)

COST

PRIORITY*

1

Three Bear Mountain to Gorge Trail

3.1

$206,000.00

2

Murphy’s Square Link

2.0

$133,000.00

3

Neighbourhood Park Link

0.5

$18,900.00

4

Glynmill Inn Pond to Waterfront Link

1.9

$168,000.00

5

University Linkages

1.4

$104,000.00

6

Grenfell Campus, Memorial University to Regional
Hospital

1.6

$131,000.00

7

Regional Hospital to Pipeline Trail

1.4

$94,000.00

8

Valley Roadside Walk

1.8

$15,000.00

9

Dunfield Link

1.6

$12,500.00

10

Wheelers Trail

1.7

$117,000.00

11

West End Residential Links

3.5

$315,000.00

12

O’Connell Drive/Boone’s Road Sidewalk Link

1.6

$20,000.00

13

Captain Cook to Curling Trail

4.0

$360,000.00

14

JJ Curling Trail

1.6

$174,000.00

15

Georgetown to Bartlett’s Point Park

1.2

$76,000.00

Murphy’s Square to Man in the Mountain Trail

4.2

$183,000.00

Cycling Path West Extension

2.8

$167,000.00

Cycling Path East Extension

6.5

$65,000.00

Sir Richard Squires Building to Former City Hall

1.1

$79,000.00

18

Future Junior High School to Valley Mall

0.15

$29,000.00

n/a

Lighting of High Use Trails

n/a

$367,500.00

n/a

Interpretive Sign – World Cities

n/a

$5,000.00

16
n/a see
map
legend
17

Sub Total

42.1

$2,839,900.00

Design

$340,788.00

Contingency +/‐ 25%

$709,975.00

Total

$3,890,663.00

*Priority levels to be determined by the CBSDC. High = 1‐3 years, Medium = 3‐5 years, Low = 5‐8 years.
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Table 23: Signature Site Design Concepts
SHEET
NUMBER

TRAIL OR LINK NAME

COST

L1

Pocket Park Concept: O’Connell – Mt. Batton ‐ Caribou

$198,000.00

L2

Pocket Park Concept: Wellington St. – Valley Rd.

$175,200.00

L3

Man in the Mountain Viewing & Interpretation

$214,800.00

L5

Option 2: Dog Park and Walking Trails (included in total cost
below)

$170,000.00

L6

Linds Road Neighbourhood & Environmental Education Park

$295,200.00

L7

Arts & Culture Centre: Outdoor Performance & Events Space

$1,395,600.00

L8

Corner Brook Waterfront: CBS Trail Gateway Concept

L9

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Linear Park – ‘Life With(out) Us: a
transformative space’

$49,800.00

L10

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Georgetown Neighbourhood Park

$177,000.00

L10

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Tunnel Upgrade

L10

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Park Street Gateway

L11

Nature‐based Playgrounds

L12

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Youth Park at Old City Hall Site

L12

Corner Brook Stream Trail : MPB Gateway

$42,500.00

L12

Corner B rook Stream Trail: Environmental Education Site

$85,000.00

L13

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Glynmill Inn Bus Parking Area

$89,900.00

L13

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Majestic Park

$377,500.00

L13

Corner Brook Stream Trail: Bowater Memorial

$72,000.00

n/a

Participark Sculpture and Botanical Park

$930,000.00

n/a

Participark Additional Improvements

$101,680.00

PRIORITY*

N/A*

N/A*
$23,670.00
N/A*
$1,562,500.00

Sub Total (Design Included)

$5,960,350.00

Contingency +/‐ 25%

$1,490.087.50

Total

$7,450,437.50

* Costs to be determined based on further investigation and site specific characteristics.
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